
Ladies Swing – 2020 
Beginner & Novice 

Overview 

Standing routine demonstrating light and shade using 3/4 time signature. Core strength, 

flexibility, musicality and technique should be demonstrated. Movements vary from heavy 

and light allowing for interpretation. Must incorporate swinging arm transitions where the 

heaviest part of the beat allows for fast, heavy movement. 

The right side should be first in all routines. 
 
* Must be choreographed within a 3m x 3m box/space, to ensure the routine does not move 

too much in any direction. 

Length (can add intro/outro) 

Beginner/Novice total: 1.20 – 1.30 secs 

There are 2 songs selected – please contact choreo@physieanddance.com.au for more 

information.  
The Intermediate/Masters/Open Extension will be added with the support of the chorey team. 

Music 
Songs that have a 'heavy' beat on the first count of the 3/4 time signature. 

* No inappropriate lyrics (as all ages will be listening to this song) and must be available for 

purchase on iTunes 

Structure 
Start Pose 

BN: 1 set of 16 repeated, and one set of 16 chorus. 

End Pose 

Skills to be included 

Leg Positions Arm Positions 

 Lunge 

 Gather step 

 Balance' (lilt) 

 Petite retire' 

 Tendu devant, a la seconde 

 Third 

 Small side laterals 

 Heavy arms 

 Unfold of arms 

 Diagonal line (oblique and oblique 

down) 

 Thrusts 

 Impulses 

 Swinging arms 

 Arm circle/s 

 Figure eight 

 Turn hands at wrists 

 Gather arms 

 Cross arms 
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Skills Challenge (Include a selection of the following challenging/developmental skills): 

Choose 4 of the following skills: 

Echappe to second (BNI can step foot out 

to 2nd and rise on toes) 

Trunk forward bend (potentially extending 

body further than 90 degrees for opens) 

Degage derriere (challenging for 

beginners) 

Stepping through second in plie, leading 

with the hip to perform a reverse body 

impulse. 

Tendu derriere (challenging for beginners) Arabesque 

Incorporate chasse through your choice of 

foot positions Soutenu spins 

Unfold leg  

 


